FOOTBALL NEXT ON INTRACARDIAN TRAINING Is Scheduled to Begin Soon After Christmas.

AFTER much wavering and deliberation, the question has been definitely decided that intercollegiate football will be held this year. Equipment will be turn in on Monday, December 22, after the final examination terminal exams. The intracardian football will be played within the next two weeks, the games will be played.

The first game held last winter, will comprise the University of Southern California, and the University of Texas. Neither side expects to play the game in the presence of a crowd. They will be played to show that the games can be played in the presence of a crowd.

The second game, which will be a part of the training of a two weeks, will be held between the University of Southern California and the University of Texas.

The schedule is being arranged, and the teams are expected to be announced shortly.

Rice French Club Meets

The French Club of the University of Texas is at an interval program meeting Monday night. H. Oliver Findlay, president, of the University of Texas, is at the Palms Hotel, with a banquet, dance, and in- formation of the Parent-Teacher Association of the University of Texas.

The theme and the editor of the Rack of the Parent-Teacher Association of the University of Texas will speak from the point of the Parent-Teacher Association of the University of Texas.
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The coming of the Y. P. S. L. in Waco over
 direccion: 1269.5x1595.5

**Sport Yarns**

**OWL BASKETBALLERS TRAVEL AGGRESSIVELY IN TECO CUS**

Hoosie Scores 15 Points for Rice; Kendrick and McCarrol Star

Warning to their work in white... "You don't make 'em, and if you 'em, will sure do him ("trifling," but a little more of this to come to them. The defensive end game, for basketball tussles are to the floor, movement, action, all the

Bazorback, the Frogs tried to act nice over to Fort Worth to try conclusions

sis Schmidt's Arkansas giants toddled to the game he'll admire you for such good taste. They also have

**FRESHMEN WINS SCORING IN WEEK**

Triangles and South Park Quiz Fall Before Schulte's Boys

The Owls started a very successful game in the co-ed basketball, with some housekeeping on the front. It was a tough game, but the Owls came out on top.

**GRID STAR GIRDERS GIVEN WATCHES**

Al Scherfied and Joe Krupke, the Owls' all-star basketball stars, receive the first of the school's new watches as a reward for their services in the all-star football clash at Fort Worth Dai.

**ATOMIC CO-EDS FORM GYM CLASS**

As the regular Engineering Seminar held this week, Mr. Herbert Allen, the captain little man, told some interesting details about "Recent Developments in Automotive Design." They are now putting diesel engines to steel, for some reason or other, and has the shape of future, and how to make a performance of the lay out of a basketball with some housekeeping on the front. Our speaker was sure to be well received by the expectant crowd.

Joe Krupke was just as effective in his post at guard where is was an art and practice of every person interested in his subject, "Safety in Machine Shop Work." His lecture will be given with the T. A. A. and Centenary, were instrumental in bringing about victo.

Like many a small town, has presented the bill. **LEAVES ROSE**

Harry McGinnis will leave Houston tomorrow morning, following water-weather consultations with the Ardmore. McGinnis will not return to college this fall.

Rice students are always happy to have you around. And don't forget they are very

**NEW RICE HOTEL**

**RICE HOTEL**

BARTLETT TURNER

**McKINLEY SHOE REPAIR SHOP**

**LEAVES MOO**

**WHY NOT LEAD, RATHER THAN FOLLOW FASHION?**

One trend among women is that everybody wants to see the way in which clothes are being cut. And at first sight, you would think that there was much to be desired. If so, the rest of them will follow the trend, and we are likely to see more of the same. We are likely to see more of the same. What's new? Just look at the endless entries in the fashion columns, and you will see that the trend is just the same as ever. But this is not so.
T. C. U. NEXT, OWLS!

WE SAW YOU STOMP THOSE AGGIES AND WE'RE BACKING YOU AND "PUG" ALL THE WAY, WIN OR LOSE. STAY IN THERE AND FIGHT 'EM

RICE
BASKET BALL SCHEDULE
1929
Jan. 21, T. C. U. at Houston.
Jan. 26, Baylor at Waco.
Jan. 28, Texas at Austin.
Feb. 9, S. M. U. at Houston.
Feb. 15th and 16th, Arkansas at Fayetteville
Feb. 18, S. M. U. at Dallas.
Feb. 19, T. C. U. at Fort Worth.
Feb. 26, Texas at Houston.
Mar. 2, Baylor at Houston.

WE ARE BETTING ON YOU TO SHOW THERE HAS BEEN A REAL "AWAKENING" AT RICE—AND TOGETHER WITH ALL HOUSTON, WE ARE BACKING YOU!

GAYLORD JOHNSON
J. T. SCOTT
ED. DOGGAN
E. A. PEDEN
THEO. F. KELLER
GRIFF VANCE
DUDLEY JARVIS
C. E. WADEMAN
V. J. ROSE
PAUL NASH
BEN BATTELSTEIN